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Zorro: The Novel
A swashbuckling adventure story that
reveals for the first time how Diego de la
Vega became the masked man we all know
so well. Until that moment Diego had not
been conscious of his dual personality, one
part Diego de la Vega, elegant, affected,
hypochondriac, and the other part El Zorro,
audacious, daring, playful.
Born in
southern California late in the 18th century,
Diego de la Vega is a child of two worlds.
His father is an aristocratic Spanish
military man turned landowner; his mother,
a Shoshone warrior. Diego learns from his
maternal grandmother, White Owl, the
ways of her tribe while receiving from his
father lessons in the art of fencing and in
cattle branding. It is here, during Diegos
childhood, filled with mischief and
adventure, that he witnesses the brutal
injustices dealt out to Native Americans by
European settlers and first feels the inner
conflict of his heritage. At the age of
sixteen, Diego is sent to Barcelona for a
European education. In a country chafing
under the corruption of Napoleonic rule,
Diego follows the example of his
celebrated fencing master and joins La
Justicia, a secret underground resistance
movement devoted to helping the
powerless and the poor. With these
tumultuous times as backdrop, Diego falls
in love, saves the persecuted, and confronts
for the first time a great rival who emerges
from the world of privilege. Between
California and Barcelona, the New World
and the Old, the persona of Zorro is
formed, a great hero is born and the legend
begins. After many adventures -- duels at
dawn, fierce battles with pirates at sea, and
impossible rescues -- Diego de la Vega,
aka. Zorro, returns to America to reclaim
the hacienda on which he was raised and to
seek justice for all who cannot fight for it
themselves.
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The MASK OF ZORRO MOVIE TIE IN: James Luceno, Ted Elliott Booktopia has Zorro, The Novel by Isabel
Allende. Buy a discounted Paperback of Zorro online from Australias leading online bookstore. Zorro by Isabel
Allende Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs, Lists The MASK OF ZORRO YA [Frank Lauria] on . The book is an
exciting adventure/romance/epic novel written by a writer who knows how to write! History of Zorro - Zorro
Productions, Inc. Zorro: a Novel by Isabel Allende Was Zorro a real person? No, he was not. He was an American pulp
fiction character, created almost 100 years ago, who Zorro: The Novel: : Isabel Allende, Margaret Sayers The book
explains, in great detail, just how El Zorro, the Fox, came to be so acrobatic, such a skilled swordsman, where he got his
horse, Tornado, even how Zorro - Wikipedia From Publishers Weekly. Starred Review. Allendes lively retelling of the
Zorro legend reads as effortlessly as the hero himself might slice his trademark Z on Zorro by Isabel Allende Review
Historical Novels Review Zorro: The Novel/Allende, Isabe/Paper/0007201974/S053-D2 Vega, elegant, affected,
hypochondriac, and the other part El Zorro, audacious, daring, playful. Zorro is formed, a great hero is born and the
legend begins. After many adventures - duels at dawn, fierce battles with pirates at sea, and impossible rescues Review
Zorro: The Novel by Isabel Allende - January Magazine Zorro: A Novel [Isabel Allende, Margaret Sayers Peden] on
. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A child of two worldsthe son of an aristocratic Zorro SPA: Una Novela
(Spanish Edition): Isabel Allende Jun 3, 2005 Isabel Allende writing a Zorro novel? Actually, they make a perfect fit,
says Ian Sansom. Zorro : A Novel : Unabridged CD Audio Book: Isabel Allende, Blair Zorro has 16780 ratings and
1417 reviews. Ivana said: Is it As you might guess by my marking, this is my least favourite novel by Isabel Allende. Ill
get straight Zorro: The Novel - Isabel Allende - Google Livros - Google Books Isabel Allende - Zorro: The Novel
jetzt kaufen. ISBN: 9780007201983, Fremdsprachige Bucher - Literarisch. The Zorro Chronology The Mark of Zorro
(Penguin Classics) [Johnston McCulley] on . *FREE* shipping I thoroughly enjoyed this novel, as was expected for a
Zorro fan. Zorro and me Books The Guardian Though adventure plays a large part, this is as much a tale of how
Diego de la Vega evolved into The Fox as it is the story of Zorros famous exploits. The novel The MASK OF ZORRO
YA: Frank Lauria: 9780671519674: Amazon Allende is a beguiling storyteller, and Zorro provides a rich palate for
her customary embellishments. (Library Journal) Equal parts adventure, historical novel Zorro (novel) - Wikipedia
Zorro is formed, a great hero is born and the legend begins. After many adventures - duels at dawn, fierce battles with
pirates at sea, and impossible rescues Zorro: A Novel: Isabel Allende, Margaret Sayers Peden - Summary and
reviews of Zorro by Isabel Allende, plus links to a book excerpt from Zorro and author biography of Isabel Allende.
Booktopia - Zorro, The Novel by Isabel Allende, 9780007201983 Zorro (novel) - Wikipedia An instantly
recognizable icon, Zorro is a pop culture hero to generations of fans. In the novel, The Mask of Zorro, by James
Luceno, there is a young man who Best selling author Isabel Allende speaks of her novel Zorro at Zorro (novel) Its
subject is the pulp hero Diego de la Vega, better known as El Zorro (The Fox), who was featured in an early
20th-century novel. The novel takes the form of a biography and is the first origin story for this legendary character.
Zorro: The Novel - reviews, first chapter & media clips - Reading Cloud Zorro. Zorro (Spanish for fox) is the secret
identity of Don Diego de la Vega, a fictional character created in 1919 by pulp writer Johnston McCulley. Zorro: The
Novel by Isabel Allende, Paperback Barnes & Noble May 15, 2005 ZORRO By Isabel Allende. THE original Zorro
seems to have sprung full-blown -- and Max Byrds most recent novel is Shooting the Sun.. Zorro: A Novel: Isabel
Allende: 9780060779009: Books - Zorro: The Novel. Zorro by by Isabel Allende: Summary and reviews BookBrowse May 28, 2006 The Paperback of the Zorro: The Novel by Isabel Allende at Barnes & Noble. FREE
Shipping on $25 or more! Zorro: Man in Black - The New York Times May 10, 2005 Alan Cheuse reviews Zorro by
Isabel Allende. The novel takes place in early nineteenth-century California and Spain. It spurs to life the Zorro Comes
to Life in Allendes Latest : NPR Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Starred Review. Allendes lively retelling
of the Zorro legend reads as effortlessly as the hero himself might slice his The Mark of Zorro (Penguin Classics):
Johnston McCulley May 18, 2005 When the owner of the rights to Zorro asked one of Chiles most respected novelists
to write a book about his hero, she was almost insulted. By Isabel Allende: Zorro: A Novel: : Books Zorro: A Novel
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by Isabel Allende Petcharys Blog I have found Sandra Curtis excellent book, Zorro Unmasked: The Authorized
History, to be extremely helpful, and recommend it highly to all Zorro fans. I would
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